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     Mounting Instructions to Mount Large Rolie Bags to 

Wolfman/Backroads Moto Side Racks. 
 

***The Large Rolie bags function best when full as they have no stiffeners**************** 

Fig.1 A Properly set of Large Rolie Bags attached to Wolfman/BackRoads Side Racks. 

 
You will need: 

2 Large Rolie Bags 

1-Large Saddle Mount Kit. 

Rolie Saddle Bag Mounting Kit Fig.2 

 
 

 

Make sure the Large Rolie Bags are "Patch Threaded" 

************************************************************************************* 

"Patch Thread" Setting up Large Rolie bag. 

Tools Needed: 

Long Screwdriver, Chop Stick, or long tool. 

 

Your Large Rolie bag comes with two Seat Straps.  

These will be "Patch Threaded"  Fig.a 

Fig.a 
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1. Insert  raw end of the Seat Strap Webbing into the slot on the patch welded to the bag, on the  underside 

of  the buckles. 

Fig.b       

                        
2. Center webbing. 

3. Your bag is now "Patch Threaded". Fig.a 

************************************************************************************* 

 

1. Take the 1 1/2" Webbing and thread through the 1 1/2" SlipLok. Fig.3 

Fig.3 (Side view Shown) 

 
 

2. Repeat for the remainder SlipLok Buckles on Both Bags. 4 in total. 

3. Thread the "Patch Threaded" Webbing straps through the 1" Metal Slide. Fig.4 
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Fig.4  

 
4. Repeat for the remainder of straps. 8 in total. 

 

5. Mounting Saddle Bags to Rack 

6. Place bags over the seat and or rear rack.  Depending on the width of your motorcycle, you may need to 

adjust the height of each bag. Do this by adjusting the 1 1/2” seat strap webbing from the large center 

buckles.  Adjust so that the side racks are centered between the upper mounts and lower mounts on the 

bags.  

This is a rear view of a properly adjusted set of Large Rolie Bags.  Fig.5 

 
 

7. Begin with the lower mounting tabs front and rear. Insert the metal tab at the end of the webbing 

through the rectangular slot at the bottom rack.  Pull webbing so the metal tab catches on both sides of the 

opening and cannot slip through. Do this on both front and rear slots on the side rack. 

Fig.6                                                                                 Fig.7 
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8.  Fasten the upper tabs the same way you did in Step-6.  

 Fig.8                                                                       Fig.9 

 
9. Tighten each mounting strap at each side. 8 in total.  Fig.10    

Fig.10  

 
      

10. Tighten the wide seat strap webbing using the large buckles. You can pull both ends to tighten the 

webbing.  Fig.11    Fig.11 

 
 

 Always use the seat straps.  The bags and racks are designed for these as the seat straps distribute the 

weight of the bag.  Failure to use the seat straps can result in damage to the bags, motorcycle and bodily 

harm, and void any and all warranties.  

 

Loading the bags.  You can load the bags either on or off the bike.  The bags can be taken off one at a 

time or as a set.   
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Loading and unloading the bags while on the racks:  Loosen the mounting/compression straps on the bag 

to the rack; doing this will make the contents slip in and out much easier.  

 When closing roll the bags down and “burp” to let as much air escape as possible.  Re-roll with a 

minimum of 3 rolls to create a tight seal. Retighten all the mounting straps.   

    

For maximum safety you MUST retighten all the mounting webbing on the upper and lower 

webbing tabs.   

To remove the bags:  

To remove one bag at a time: 

11. Unclip the side adjustment buckles on each bag.  This will release the tension on the metal tabs 

secured to the rack.  With your thumbs simply flick the Metal tab through the rectangle slot.  Do the 

lower tabs first then the upper tabs.  Fig.12 

     

    Fig.12 

 
On the exhaust side, be careful not to touch the exhaust as you can be burned!!! 

12. Grab the bag by side strap and unfasten the center buckles on the 1 1/ 2” seat straps.  Fig.13  

 Fig.13 

 
13. To remove the other side repeat 11 and 12. 

If you want to remove both bags at once, Follow 11 and use the seat straps as a handle. Fig.14 
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    Fig.14 

 
Note: All of the Mounting straps on the Wolfman Expedition Dry Saddlebags and Tetons are removable 

and replaceable.  Extra mounting kits can be purchased from us. 

 

MAXIMUM WEIGHT LIMIT: 4 lbs (1.8 kg) per bag. 

HINT*****For Best Results use the Ratchet Method of Tightening Webbing.*********************  

Most of us just grab and pull webbing to tighten it.  Well there is an easier way.   

1. Pull Up on the loose end of webbing lifting the buckle while pushing on the webbing before the buckle.   

Fig.1        Fig.2 

                    
2. Bring the loose end down tightening as you go. Fig.2 

3. Do this until the bag is very snug. 

4. When you are done your bag should look like Fig. 1. 

 

If you have any questions or need assistance please call us at: 800/535-8131 

Or email us at info@wolfmanluggage.com 

 

Happy Riding. 

 


